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Abstract—The exoskeleton is mainly used by subjects who
suffer muscle injury to enhance motor ability in the daily life envi-
ronment. Previous research seldom considers extending human
collaboration skills to human–robot collaborations. In this article,
two models, that is: 1) the following the better model and 2) the
interpersonal goal integration model, are designed to facilitate the
human–human collaborative manipulation in tracking a moving
target. Integrated with dual-arm exoskeletons, these two models
can enable the robot to successfully perform target tracking with
two human partners. Specifically, the manipulation workspace of
the human–exoskeleton system is divided into a human region
and a robot region. In the human region, the human acts as the
leader during cooperation, while, in the robot region, the robot
takes the leading role. A novel region-based Barrier Lyapunov
function (BLF) is then designed to handle the change of leader
roles between the human and the robot and ensures the operation
within the constrained human and robot regions when driving the
dual-arm exoskeleton to track the moving target. The designed
adaptive controller ensures the convergence of tracking errors
in the presence of region switches. Experiments are performed
on the dual-arm robotic exoskeleton for the subject with muscle
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damage or some degree of motor dysfunctions to evaluate the
proposed controller in tracking a moving target, and the exper-
imental results demonstrate the effectiveness of the developed
control.

Index Terms—Asymmetric cooperation manipulation, dual-
arm exoskeletons, human–human cooperation, region-based
Barrier Lyapunov function (BLF).

I. INTRODUCTION

CURRENTLY, stroke and various diseases cause limb
movement disorders, which is becoming a leading

cause of adult disability [1]. High-intensity and task-specific
upper limb treatment consists of active and highly repetitive
movements, which is considered to be one of the most effective
approaches to arm and hand function restoration [2]. However,
traditional methods from therapists are far from being able to
complete such rehabilitation training, which, in turn, affects
motor task performance, even further leading to the impaired
arm motor function. Robot exoskeletons-supported training
is emerging as a solution to aid the subjects who suffer
muscle injury by providing high-intensity, repetitive, and task-
specific treatment to enhance motor ability in the daily life
environment, which has become a research hotspot.

Recently, robotic power-assist exoskeletons have been suc-
cessfully developed for human power augmentation, reha-
bilitation training, etc. [3]–[5]. Due to the structural resem-
blance to human arms, dual-arm exoskeletons are considered
a powerful tool to enhance human capabilities in dealing
with challenging tasks, for example, lifting heavy objects.
As the exoskeleton interacts and cooperates closely with
humans, much research has been proposed for the human–
robot interactions [14]–[16], [18], [28]. In [14], the interaction
force is used to help the exoskeleton robot understand the
motion intention of the human operator to realize cooperative
manipulation under the assumption that the force is equal to
the force exerted by the subject and can be obtained by the
force sensor. In [16], the motion-coupled control and force-
coupled control are investigated to improve the motor ability
of humans. In [28], an optimization approach for reshaping
the physical interactive trajectory is presented in the co-
manipulation tasks. In [15], a human-inspired control with
force and impedance adaptation is proposed to interact with
unknown environments and exhibit this biological behavior.
In [18], an approach of coordination control of a dual-arm
exoskeleton robot is developed based on human impedance
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TABLE I
NOMENCALATURE

transfer skills, where the human stiffness and position profiles
are transferred to the slave robot arm. In addition, human–
robot physical coordination can be found in many applications,

Fig. 1. Developed dual-arm exoskeleton robot and the experimental con-
figuration. In the experiment, two partners manipulate their own robotic
exoskeleton to track a randomly moving yellow target cursor based on visual
feedback from the screen, and the blue cursor and red cursor represent the
position of the master end effector and follower end effector, respectively.

for example, in [7]–[10]. The human–robot interaction task can
be either discrete [8] or continuous [9], where a direct coupling
of dyads can be realized by stiff devices, such as a crank [11],
or by robotic devices [12]. There are several metrics used in
previous studies, such as the energy exchange of partners [8],
superior measures [8], target distance [13], and interaction
force [9] for quantitative analysis. In [21], a model that com-
putes the interaction force during a dyadic cooperative object
manipulation task was presented. The model was used in a
control strategy to enable robots to collaborate with humans.
In [22], a robotic-assistive approach using the human–robot
interface was presented for the bilateral movement training
under the consideration of the principles of plasticity, and
objective assessment tools to monitor the change.

However, few existing results in the literature consider
extending human collaboration skills to human–robot collabo-
ration. We considered such an extension through the dual-arm
exoskeleton experiment platform shown in Fig.1, where two
partners manipulate their own robotic exoskeletons to track a
randomly moving red target based on visual feedback from
the screen, where the cursor represents the position of the
end effector. However, the cooperation between the dual-arm
exoskeletons and the two human partners is rather challeng-
ing. For instance, it remains largely unknown how the two
partners with physical interaction can effectively coordinate
in a continuous tracking task and how two human partners
with exoskeletons can successfully cooperate and coordinate in
various missions. Therefore, it is necessary to develop a coop-
erative control strategy that can enable successful interaction
and coordination between the dual-arm exoskeleton and the
two partners in performing desired tracking missions.

Bimanual tasks depend upon the cooperation and coordi-
nation between the human’s arms. Especially, asymmetrical
bimanual manipulation is a common task for humans. Indeed,
bimanual tasks depend upon the cooperation and coordina-
tion between the human’s arms. Two arms coordinate while
being in physical contact and fulfilling complementary aspects
of the task: one arm is mostly assistive while the other per-
forms active manipulation. Such a task can be executed either
autonomously by a bimanual robot, or collaboratively by a
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single robotic arm performing the assistive or active role in
collaboration with a human, for example, it is extremely incon-
venient to cut a fruit with only one hand, but it becomes
easier with the other hand holding it [32]. Therefore, asymmet-
ric cooperation control provides the users with the ability to
individually control each robot end effector’s motion, to suc-
cessfully execute asymmetric bimanual tasks. One issue here is
that, while the individual coordination of the robot end effec-
tors is necessary for executing certain complex tasks, these
works mainly emphasize the autonomy of robots, and few
works consider the role of humans in the operation process. As
for dual-arm exoskeletons, cooperation control of humans and
exoskeletons must be considered to ensure the control compli-
ance and the safety of humans. Moreover, the most important
issue is the problem of extending human collaboration skills
to human–robot collaborations, which has great significance
in the treatment of exoskeleton rehabilitation.

Therefore, it is necessary to study the problem of asym-
metric cooperation control. Human–human collaboration and
various models for human interaction have been extensively
studied in [6], [14], and [19]. However, due to the physical
nature of the task, it is inherently vague how the interaction
force can be recovered from the force exerted by humans. To
address this ambiguity, various models for the interaction force
have been proposed. For example, in [6], a continuous track-
ing task has been shown to achieve the coordination between
two partners mediated by switching information on the cur-
rent motion goal through haptics, that is, the sensory modality
related to tactile and proprioceptive senses. In [14], in order to
make the robot flexible and adaptable, a novel human coop-
eration strategy is proposed by using two upper limbs of the
exoskeleton robot. In [19], by using the visual-motion rotation
adaptation paradigm, the adaptability of arm motion to both
static and moving targets was studied (i.e., pursuit or tracking).
Contu et al. [23] have demonstrated the role of combining the
haptic and visual feedback in a coupled bimanual task, and
the task is driven by the dominant and nondominant hands. It
has been shown that the task performance of manipulating the
object would be degraded without tactile feedback. In [24], a
remote task was studied, which involves controlling a single
heavy object through two asymmetrical slaves: 1) a joystick
and 2) an arm. The results show that the two cooperators can
be more efficient in performing the maneuvering and mount-
ing task than either bimanual or single operators. In general,
a better understanding of human bimanual coordination while
interacting with the robot may lead to improved control and
performance in a variety of contexts.

Previous works [42]–[44] have been researched by the use
of learning methods from humans. In [32], a parametriza-
tion of asymmetrical bimanual tasks is extracted from human
demonstration. In [33], a framework that combines the ben-
efits of kinesthetic teaching and attentional supervision was
proposed to allow natural teaching by demonstration and flex-
ible/collaborative execution of structured tasks. In [34], a
novel approach for intuitive and natural physical human–robot
interaction in cooperative tasks was proposed, where robot
behavior naturally evolves into a cooperative task through
initial learning by demonstration. In this case, the desired

movement is predefined based on either the precise environ-
mental knowledge [29], [30] or the use of complex motion that
learning combined learning the task model and learning feedfor-
ward control [25]. Nevertheless, solving all problems by solely
relying on learning is not a viable solution as learning requires
data for training and, in most cases, this process is tedious.

In addition, these studies did not consider various physical
constraints that exist in robotic systems, such as safety specifi-
cations and physical limits. To address the control safety in the
process of human–robot interaction, some researchers adopted
a framework of a hard switching of multiple controllers (e.g., a
proxy-based controller plus a torque controller [35]). However,
the hard switching may result in an overall discontinuous con-
trol input, which further causes the chattering movement of a
robot or even compromises the safety of humans. In [36], an
adaption method was proposed for human–robot collaboration
to adjust the robot’s role to lead or follow the human. In [37], a
physically interactive trajectory deformations algorithm based
on impedance control was presented which allowed the human
to modulate both the actual and desired trajectories of the
robot. In [25], impedance control was presented for the
human–robot cooperative task, where the robot predicts and
adapts to the human motion. The expected performance of
the robot system is designated as the expected impedance
describing the relationship between the desired motion of the
robot and the external force imposed by the human opera-
tor. However, most human–robot interaction control schemes
commonly assume the robot dynamics to be exactly known or
do not take it into account. Since the system can exhibit drift
in position errors in performing tracking tasks, the generated
torque can potentially cause damages to the users.

Many advanced control algorithms have been proposed to
address the uncertainty of robot dynamics and disturbance.
In [38], a direct adaptive robust tracking control with a
projection-type parametric adaptation law was proposed and
evaluated based on two 6-DOF industrial robots, showing bet-
ter performance in maintaining the desired trajectory tracking
even in the presence of large parametric uncertainties and
external disturbances. Similarly, in [39], a combined robust
adaptive control was designed by combining the robust term
and the adaptive term, and in [40], an adaptive robust sliding-
mode tracking controller was used for a 6 degree-of-freedom
industrial assembly robot, where unknown parameter estimates
were updated online based on a discontinuous projection adap-
tation law. In [41], an enhanced robust motion tracking control
was synthesized by using disturbance adaption and modified
iterative control terms, which better minimized the trajectory
tracking errors in finite time. These works can achieve well
tracking performance, but all of them focus on the interaction
between the robot’s arm and the environment, which cannot be
implemented in the bimanual tasks, especially for the asym-
metric cooperation control. As a result, the existing control
techniques for the human–robot interaction do not provide
much flexibility for collaboration tasks, requiring that the robot
leads or follows the human by assessing the performance of
the human in real time. The robot control scheme should be
able to transit between the robot and human in the case of
dominant roles.
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Considering the auxiliary functions of the dual-arm
exoskeleton and the tasks of human–human collaboration, we
mainly investigate two cooperative manipulation models, that
is: 1) the following the better model and 2) the interpersonal
goal integration model, to illustrate the concept of asymmetric
bimanual manipulation. We formulate a physical interaction
in a continuous tracking task that takes advantage of both
human knowledge and the robot’s ability in a stable man-
ner. Humans are able to respond intelligently to unpredictable
changes in the real world and perform skilly in manipulation
tasks. However, the existing control techniques for human–
robot interaction have not provided sufficient flexibility for
collaborative manipulation to leverage human guidance and the
capabilities of robots. In this article, the region-based Barrier
Lyapunov function (BLF) is designed to handle the change of
roles between the human and the robot and ensures the oper-
ation within the constrained human and robot regions when
driving the dual-arm exoskeleton to track the moving target.

We have done lots of research on asymmetric cooperation
control of dual-arm exoskeletons. The works of Li et al. [15]
and Huang et al. [18] focus on the human–robot skill trans-
fer by adjusting the impedance parameters and interaction
force with human sEMG signals. In [14] and [16], only
interaction force and the position are considered as a com-
munication medium between human arms and robot arms
to obtain the motion intention of the human. Though they
can achieve good performance in the interaction human–robot
to a certain extent. However, the above works focus on the
human-alone behavior (except for the last one), which does
not consider the other human partners. Though the work of
Wu and Li [16] refers to human partners interaction, the
focus is on the tracking performance which does not mind the
human–human cooperation with robot assistance. Moreover,
the manipulation workspace of the human–exoskeleton system
was not considered, which may influence the human–
robot interaction performance (e. g., safety and manipulation
compliance).

This article is an improvement and extension of our
previous works on asymmetric cooperation control of dual-arm
exoskeletons. In this article, two models, that is: 1) the follow-
ing the better model and 2) the interpersonal goal integration
model, are designed to facilitate the human–human collab-
orative manipulation. The nomenclatures including variables,
parameters, and sets are provided in Table I. The contributions
of this article are summarized as follows.

1) Two models have been proposed in which physically
interacting humans are able to acquire information about
the target’s motion from the partner, that is: a) the
following the better model and b) the interpersonal
goal integration model. Therefore, the manipulation
workspace for the human–exoskeleton system is divided
into a human region and a robot region. In the human
region, the human plays a more active role in the manip-
ulation task, and in the robot region, the robot is more
dominant in the manipulation. Compared to the learning-
based method, we do not need too much prior knowledge
and a complex learning process to be able to obtain the
target’s motion from the partner.

2) Based on the smooth combination of the human region
and robot region, a unified expression is necessary to
achieve the switching of the two regions. To address this
issue, an adaptive tracking controller incorporating the
novel region-based BLF has been designed to ensure the
convergence of tracking errors in the presence of region
switches, where the nonlinearities and uncertainties of
the dynamics of the human and robot are considered.

II. HUMAN–HUMAN COLLABORATIVE MODELS

In our proposed task, there are two subjects and two
exoskeleton arms, and each subject is equipped with an
exoskeleton arm to track a moving target in the task space
(Fig. 2). During the tracking task, each human wears an
exoskeleton arm and the exoskeletons are individually con-
trolled. First, subjects wearing exoskeleton arms track the
moving target independently. The subject closer to the target
is considered as a master, while the other subject is consid-
ered as a follower. We proposed two models, that is: 1) the
following the better and 2) the interpersonal goal integration
in task space. As the models are proposed in task space, there
is only one configuration of the end effector in task space. In
the model of following the better, the master is followed rather
than the target, and in the model of interpersonal goal inte-
gration, the follower tracks the reference trajectory estimated
from the haptic force between the master and the robot. The
robots are designed to drive the master and the follower to
track the moving target and the reference trajectory of the
target, respectively. In the proposed controller, subjects are
allowed to actively change the robot states in a small region
for better tracing performance.

A. Dynamics of Task

Consider the task of tracking a moving target T = [t, ṫ, ẗ]T ∈
R

6 with the position t ∈ R
2, the velocity ṫ ∈ R

2, and the
acceleration ẗ ∈ R

2 in task space. The control input u that
drives the human hand Xh = [xh, ẋh, ẍh]T ∈ R

6 to track the
target state T takes the form of

u = −[
Kp, Kv, Ka

][
xh − t, ẋh − ṫ, ẍh − ẗ

]T (1)

which is the control law to move the hand toward the target,
where K = [Kp, Kv, Ka] is the control gain for the position,
velocity, and acceleration.

The time derivation of T is

Ṫ = AT + B
...
t (2)

where A ∈ R
6×6 and B ∈ R

6×2.
Consider two partners wearing two robotic exoskeletons,

which are classified as the master and the follower, respec-
tively. The human hand is modeled as a point-mass m with
dynamics

mẍh = u + fe (3)

where fe ∈ R
2 is the interaction force between the human

and exoskeleton which is assumed to be equal to the haptic
force exerted by a human on the end effector and measurable
by the force sensor. When wearing robotic exoskeletons, the
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partner’s hands coincide with the end effectors of the robotic
exoskeletons.

Following (2) and (3), the dynamics of the hand Xh =
[xh, ẋh, ẍh]T are described as

Ẋh = AXh + B
...
x h = AXh + B

(
u̇/m + ḟe/m

)
. (4)

Define the error vector E = Xh −T = [e, ė, ë]T between the
hand and the target. Based on (2)–(4), the error dynamics is

Ė = AE + B
...
e = AE + B

(
u̇/m + ḟe/m − ...

t
)
. (5)

B. Following the Better

The target position is assumed to be known to the robot
and the exoskeleton robots drive the two partners to track the
moving target. During target tracking, the master tracks the
target while the follower tracks the master. Thus, the model is
called following the better.

The observation depends on

e = [
em, ef

]T = [
xm − t, xf − xm

]T (6)

where xm and xf denote the positions of the master and fol-
lower, respectively, and em, and ef denote the tracking error
of the master and follower, respectively.

C. Interpersonal Goal Integration

The proposed interpersonal goal integration model assumes
that there is an impedance model between the master and the
target, which produces the reference trajectory for his/her hand
approaching the moving target by using fe, and motor con-
trol drives the other partner’s hand by the robotic exoskeleton
following the reference trajectory [Fig. 2(b)]. This reference
trajectory of the moving target produced by the impedance
control between the master and the target is known to the
exoskeleton robots.

The traditional mass-damper-spring model used to mimic
both the hand and the moving target dynamics can be
presented as

Me

(
ẍm − ¨̂t

)
+ Be

(
ẋm − ˙̂t

)
+ Ke

(
xm − t̂

) = fe (7)

where Me, Be, and Ke are diagonal matrices representing the
mass, damper, and stiffness matrices, respectively, t̂ represents
the estimated position of the target, fe is the measured haptic
force exerted by the master, and xm represents the location of
the hand in task space. Since the impedance model is mainly
related with the damper and spring components, thus it can be
simplified as

Be

(
ẋm − ˙̂t

)
+ Ke

(
xm − t̂

) = fe (8)

where Be and Ke are impedance parameters. After the esti-
mated trajectory of the target is obtained, the robot drives the
partner to track the estimated trajectory.

Then, the interpersonal goal integration model is a combi-
nation of the partner goal and the estimation trajectory based
on impedance model, such that

e = [
em, ef

]T = [
xm − t, xf − t̂

]T
. (9)

(a)

(b)

Fig. 2. (a) Model following the better. (b) Model interpersonal goal
integration.

III. KINEMATIC AND DYNAMICS OF DUAL-ARM

EXOSKELETON ROBOT

Considering the coupled system with the dual-arm exoskele-
ton and two partners acting as the master and the follower,
respectively, the dynamics of the robot and the partners are
described as

Mm(qm)q̈m + Cm(qm, q̇m)q̇m + Gm(qm) = τm + τem (10)

Mf
(
qf

)
q̈f + Cf

(
qf , q̇f

)
q̇f + Gf

(
qf

) = τf + τef (11)

where the subscripts m and f represent the master and the fol-
lower, respectively, Mi(qi) ∈ R

n×n denotes the inertia matrix
that is symmetric and positive definite, Ci(qi) ∈ R

n×n repre-
sents the centrifugal and Coriolis torques, Gi(qi) ∈ R

n is a
vector of gravitational torque, τi ∈ R

n represents a vector of
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control input, and τei ∈ R
n denotes the torque exerted by the

human.
Let xi ∈ R

m, i = m, f , represent the positions of robotic
exoskeleton’s end effector in the Cartesian space. Consider
the robot kinematics

xi = hi(qi) (12)

where qi ∈ R
n is the joint variable of the exoskeleton robot and

hi(·) ∈ R
n → R

m denotes a nonlinear transformation describ-
ing the relation between joint space and Cartesian space. The
Cartesian-space velocity of end effector ẋi is related to the
joint-space velocity q̇i as

ẋi = Ji(qi)q̇i (13)

where Ji(qi) ∈ R
m×n is the Jacobian matrix from joint space

to Cartesian space.
Through the forward kinematics (12) and the Jacobian (13),

the joint space dynamics can be written in task space as

Mxi(xi)ẍi + Cxi(xi, ẋi)ẋi + Gxi(xi) = fi + fei (14)

where the coefficient matrices are defined as Mxi =
Ji

−TMiJi
−1, Gxi = Ji

−TGi, Cxi = Ji
−T(Ci − MiJi

−1J̇i)Ji
−1,

fi = Ji
−Tτi, and fei = J−T

i τei and fi is the control input force,
and fei denotes the external force exerted by human.

For simplicity, we consider only nonredundant (m = n)

robot with known Jacobian J in this article. Henceforth, we
consider xi ∈ R

n. Note that Ji
−1 and Ji

−T are involved in (14)
which may cause issues at the singularities of them. For Ji

−1,
it is set by specifying the constrained region such that all sin-
gularities are outside of the constrained region. The following
properties hold.

Property 1: The inertial matrix Mxi is positive definite.
Property 2: The matrix Ṁxi − 2Cxi is skew symmetric.
Property 3: The left-hand side of (14) can be linearly

parameterized as

Mxi(xi)ϕ1 + Cxi(xi, ẋi)ϕ2 + Gxi(x) = φ(ϕ1, ϕ2, xi, ẋi)θ (15)

for any ϕ1, ϕ2 ∈ R
n, where θ ∈ R

l contains constant
parameters and φ ∈ R

n×l is the known regressor function.
Assumption 1: The external force exerted by the human is

bounded.

IV. CONTROL DEVELOPMENT AND STABILITY ANALYSIS

For the task that the two partners track a randomly moving
target, the control objective can be described as follows. The
model following the better assumes that the master is better at
the tracking task and the follower needs to follow the trajec-
tory of the master. The proposed interpersonal goal integration
model assumes the master can estimate the partner’s target
based on visual feedback, and there exists an impedance model
for both the master hand and the target, which can generate the
reference trajectory approaching the target’s movement. The
generated reference trajectory can then be shared with the fol-
lower to drive the exoskeleton robot to track the target. The
control framework of the proposed model is shown in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3. Block diagram of human–human collaborative models including
following the better and interpersonal goal integration. The subscript i = m
represents the master better at the tracking task, and the subscript i = f
represents the follower.

A. Human Region and BLF

According to the requirements of the tracking task, the two
basic operating patterns of the controller include: 1) a human-
dominant pattern, where the master’s motions are encouraged
and, therefore, only slightly interfered with by the robot system
and 2) a robot-dominant mode, where the predefined desired
movements can be fulfilled mostly by the robotic assistance.

The human-dominant mode refers to the situation that the
better one or the master gains the free limb motion, and
human motion control is trusted. In this case, it is impor-
tant that the human limb can approach the moving target
based on his vision and intention. At the same time, the
system states remaining in the respective constraint sets can be
guaranteed by using the BLF to avoid abnormal movements
that may injure the participants; thus, the robotic exoskeleton
can enhance the repeatability and accuracy of human motion
control.

The robot-dominant mode represents the case that human
motions are either unreliable or inefficient. Therefore, the
assistance of the robot system is essential to either drive the
human back to the right movements or finish the task, with
the aim of driving the robot to the trajectory. Since the system
can exhibit drift in position errors in performing tracking tasks,
the generated torque can potentially cause damages to the par-
ticipants. To address this issue, the operation space of the
developed human–robot interaction model is divided into a
human region and a robot region. In the human region, the
human dominates without much interference by the robot. In
the robot region, the human’s effort is treated as a disturbance
and will be eliminated by the robot.

Denote the errors as zi = xi − xri, i = m, f , where xri is the
reference position in task space and xi is the task variables.
For the proposed following the better model, we choose zm =
xm − xrm, xrm = t, and zf = xf − xrf , xrf = xm, and for
the interpersonal goal integration model, we choose zm =
xm − xrm, xrm = t, and zf = xf − xrf , xrf = t̂.

First, the human region is defined as

f (zi) = ‖zi‖2 − r2
i ≤ 0 (16)
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Fig. 4. Example of f (zi).

Fig. 5. Example of P(zi) when N = 4.

where ri ∈ R
+ denotes the radius of the human region. The

value of ri can be finely tuned according to different situa-
tions, and f (zi) ≤ 0 indicates the end effector is inside of
the human region (Fig. 4), when the end effector is inside
the human region, f (zi) ≤ 0, when the end effector is out-
side the human region, f (zi) > 0. Then, the potential energy
can be designed as

P(zi) = Ki
[
max(0, f (zi))

]N (17)

where Ki is a defined constant and N denotes the order of the
function, which is an even integer.

Therefore, in this article, we proposed a BLF combined
with the potential energy function to realize the switching
of the human/robot-leading behavior. Unlike the traditional
BLF [26], [27], which is directly based on the error zi, in this
article, we proposed a BLF combined with the potential energy
function. When the position of the end effector is in the human
region, the potential energy function P(zi) is equal to 0, which
means that the human takes the lead while the robot only acts
as compensation during the interaction behaviors when the
position of the end effector is out of the human region, that
is, in the robot region, the potential energy P(zi) > 0 which
means the robot acts as a leader until the end effector enters the
human region. In Fig. 5, the bottom corresponds to f (zi) ≤ 0,
that is, the end effector is inside the human region.

In this article, the error zi is constrained as ‖zi‖2 < kci to
avoid abnormal movement, where kci is a constant and kci > ri.
Since P(zi) increases with the increase of ‖zi‖2, when the end
effector is outside the human region, ‖zi‖2 < kci is equivalent
to P(zi) < kdi, where kci and kdi are positive constants.

To ensure that zi satisfies the constraint, we employ a BLF,
whose value approaches infinity as its arguments approach
some limits. The BLF based on the potential energy P(zi) is
proposed as

V1 = 1

2
ln

(
kdi

2

kdi
2 − P(zi)

2

)

. (18)

The value of V1 approaches infinity as P(zi) → kdi. The
time derivative of V1 is given by

V̇1 =
P(zi)

(
∂P(zi)

∂zi

)T
(ẋi − ẋri)

k2
di − P(zi)

2
. (19)

Denoting the vector vi = ẋi − αi, where αi is a stabilizing
function to be designed, then ẋi = vi +αi. The time derivative
can be rewritten as

V̇1 =
P(zi)

(
∂P(zi)

∂zi

)T
(vi + αi − ẋri)

k2
di − P(zi)

2
. (20)

Letting αi = ẋri − β
∂P(zi)

∂zi
, then we have

V̇1 =
P(zi)

(
∂P(zi)

∂zi

)T(
vi − β

∂P(zi)
∂zi

)

k2
di − P(zi)

2
(21)

where β is a positive constant.
Using the vector vi and the properties of robot dynamics,

the robot dynamics described in (14) can be written as

Mxi(xi)v̇i + Cxi(xi, ẋi)vi + Ydi
(
xi, ẋf , αi, α̇i

)
θdi = fi + fei (22)

where Ydi(xi, ẋi, αi, α̇i)θdi = Mxi(xi)α̇i +Cxi(xi, ẋi)αi +Gxi(xi).
In the presence of uncertain robot dynamics, the vector of the
dynamic parameters θdi is unknown such that

Ydi(xi, ẋi, αi, α̇i)θ̂di = M̂xi(xi)α̇i + Ĉxi(xi, ẋi)αi + Ĝxi(xi) (23)

where θ̂di denotes the estimate of θdi, and M̂xi(xi), Ĉxi(xi, ẋi),
and Ĝxi(xi) represent the approximate model for Mxi(xi),
Cxi(xi, ẋi) and Gxi(xi), respectively, and the uncertain param-
eter θ̂di is updated by

˙̂
θdi = −γdiY

T
di(xi, ẋi, αi, α̇i)vi (24)

where γdi denotes the control gain of adaptation, which is also
a positive-definite matrix.

Consider the Lyapunov Function candidate as

V2 = V1 + 1

2
vT

i Mxi(xi)vi + 1

2

θT

diγ
−1
di 
θdi (25)

where 
θdi = θdi − θ̂di. The time derivative of V2 is

V̇2 = vT
i Mxi(xi)v̇i + 1

2
vT

i Ṁxi(xi)vi − 
θT
diγ

−1
di

˙̂
θdi + V̇1. (26)

Substituting (22)–(25) into (26) and using the properties of
robot dynamics, we have

V̇2 = vT
i

[−Ydi(xi, ẋi, αi, α̇i)θdi + fi + fei
]

− 
θdiγ
−1
di

˙̂
θdi + V̇1

= vT
i

[−Ydi(xi, ẋi, αi, α̇i)θdi + fi + fei
] − 
θT

diγ
−1
di

˙̂
θdi

+
P(zi)

(
∂P(zi)

∂zi

)T(
vi − β

∂P(zi)
∂zi

)

k2
di − P(zi)

2
. (27)

Design the control law as

fi = gi − Ksivi + Ydiθ̂di − ωfei (28)
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where

gi = −
(

P(zi)
∂P(zi)

∂zi

kdi
2 − P(zi)

2

)

and ω = 0 when the end effector is inside of the human
region and ω = 1 when the end effector is outsider of the
human region. When the end effector is inside of the human
region, gi = 0 because of P(zi) = 0, then the control law can
be rewritten as

fi = −Ksivi + Ydiθ̂di (29)

Then, V̇2 can be rewritten as

V̇2 = −vT
i Ksivi + vT

i (1 − ω)fei −
βP(zi)

∥∥∥ ∂P(zi)
∂zi

∥∥∥
2

k2
di − P(zi)

2
. (30)

Then, we need to state the boundedness of vector vi. Let

Wi = vT
i Ksivi +

βP(zi)

∥∥∥ ∂P(zi)
∂zi

∥∥∥
2

k2
di − P(zi)

2

which is non-negative, (30) can be rewritten as

V̇2 = −Wi + vT
i (1 − ω)fei. (31)

Integrating (31) over [0, t] yields
∫ t

0
vT

i (ς)(1 − ω)fei(ς)dς = V2(t) − V2(0) +
∫ t

0
Wi(ς)dς.

(32)

It should be noted that
∫ t

0
vT

i (ς)(1 − ω)fei(ς)dς

≤ 1

2

∫ t

0
‖vi(ς)‖2dς + 1

2

∫ t

0
‖(1 − ω)fei(ς)‖2dς. (33)

Since V2 is positive, we have

− V(0) +
∫ t

0
Wi(ς)dς

≤ 1

2

∫ t

0
‖vi(ς)‖2dς + 1

2

∫ t

0
‖(1 − ω)fei(ς)‖2dς. (34)

If Ksi is chosen large enough such that

1

δ2
� 2λmin(Ksi) − 1 > 0 (35)

where δ > 0, and λmin(Ksi) denotes the minimum eigenvalue.
Since Wi is non-negative, substituting Wi into (34) yields

(2λmin(Ksi) − 1)

∫ t

0
‖vi(ς)‖2dς

≤
∫ t

0
‖(1 − ω)fei(ς)‖2dς + 2V2(0). (36)

Then, using (35), we have
∫ t

0
‖vi(ς)‖2dς ≤ δ2

(∫ t

0
‖(1 − ω)fei(ς)‖2dς + 2V2(0)

)
.

(37)

Fig. 6. Radius of human region is set to 0, xr denotes the reference position.

If the initial position lies in the constrained region, that is,
P(zi(0)) < kdi, V2(0) is bounded. fei is bounded according to
Property 3. Therefore, vi is bounded. Since vi is bounded and
vi = ẋi − αi, the boundedness of vi ensures the boundedness
of task space velocity ẋi.

Since ([∂P(zi)/[∂zi]) �= 0 when 0 < P(zi) < kdi,
then −([βP(zi)‖∂P(zi)/∂zi‖2]/[k2

di − P(zi)
2]) < 0 when 0 <

P(zi) < kdi. At this time, the end effector is outside the human
region, then we have

V̇2 = −viKsivi −
βP(zi)

∥∥∥ ∂P(zi)
∂zi

∥∥∥
2

k2
di − P(zi)

2
≤ 0. (38)

Since V2(0) is bounded and V̇2 ≤ 0, it can be shown that
V2 is bounded ∀t > 0. According to (18), V1 is bounded, and
the potential energy P(zi) remains in the region P(zi) < kdi

∀t > 0. According to [20], it is concluded that P(zi) → 0 as
t → ∞. From the definition of P(zi), P(zi) = 0 implies the
end effector is controlled to move to the inside of the human
region. When the end effector is inside the human region, the
control input is fi = −Ksi(ẋi − ẋri) + Ydiθ̂di.

If the radius of the human region is set to 0 (Fig. 6), the
reference position xri is the time-varying trajectory. Based on
the analysis above, P(zi) → 0 as t → ∞ indicates xi → xri.
In other words, the robot drives the participants to track xri.

V. EXPERIMENTS VERIFICATION

A. System Description

Several experiments were performed on an exoskeleton
system to demonstrate the functionality and performance of
the proposed controller in performing asymmetric coopera-
tive tasks and how two partners cooperate with each other
during the two proposed models. A double-arm exoskeleton
robot consisting of two 6-DOF exoskeleton arms is developed
for laboratory experiments, as shown in Fig. 1. Decentralized
control for two arms of the exoskeleton is utilized, that is,
two computers to control two arms of the exoskeleton robot,
respectively, and the communication between the two com-
puters is allowed during the experiments. The kinematics of
the exoskeleton is similar to the upper limb of the human.
Moreover, the experimental setup still includes a monitor that
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TABLE II
INFORMATION OF THE SUBJECTS

provides position information of targets for humans and part-
ners. The humans are positioned and can observe each other
by their visual feedback on the monitor. There may be a lag in
the observed position information, but the robot’s assistance
will compensate for it. In the developed exoskeleton, there
is a high-resolution encoder (2048 pulse/cycle) for each joint
and a hall effect sensor for position sensing and measurement.
The exoskeleton robot is developed with the dc motor as the
actuator, and Maxon dc flat brushless motor EC45 is chosen
as the driver unit. A six-axis force sensor is installed between
the end actuator and the bracket to measure the interaction
force between the robot and human. The human and the robot
cooperate to complete the specified task in the x–y plane.

A four-layer control architecture in the dual-arm exoskele-
ton includes a control computer, servo motor, motor driver
(Elmo driver), and exoskeleton. The setup of the exoskeleton
is shown in Fig. 1, where the desired messages, such as the
position and angular velocity, can be read from the joint sen-
sors and generate a power signal to activate the actuator. A
computer running WinXP is chosen as the control unit. The
developed control architecture consists of three components:
1) the exoskeleton for sensing and actuation; 2) a motion unit
performing as the lower controller to generate a driving force
for the exoskeleton joints, nominally running at 1 kHz; and
3) the display of application development and control graph-
ics on the host computer, nominally updated with 100 Hz. The
low-level controller is connected to the Windows XP PC by the
ELMO driver through the CAN bus to implement the real-time
control. The control application of the exoskeleton is real-
ized in the Win XP environment based on the CAN network.
Visual C++ was used for experimental software development.
The graphical interface shows position sensing signals and can
be used to tune control parameters in experimental trials. An
experimental interface is developed to show the progress of
experiments. To demonstrate the feasibility of the proposed
strategy, three groups of subjects are involved in the experi-
ment, as shown in Table II. The subjects of each group chosen
are the people with muscle damage or some degree of motor
dysfunction. The functional independence measure (FIM) can
be seen in Table II. It should be noted that the cognitive
functions of the subjects in the experiment have no cognitive
impairment.

During the experiment, the subject wears one of the two
arms of the exoskeleton robot and holds the end effector,
and completes the tracking task with a cooperative partner.
For the experiment employed, the subjects have provided the
corresponding informed consent, with the approval of the
university.

B. Experiment Description

The purpose of the experiments was to test the performance
of the controller. Several experiments were carried out on
the exoskeleton robot in Fig. 1. Specifically, two different
experiments involved stand-alone trials with one subject con-
trolling the exoskeleton robot and connected trials with two
subjects controlling the robot separately. Among them, the
stand-alone task is one of the important procedures to demon-
strate the validity of the proposed controller (the region-based
BLF controller). Therefore, we set as a group of compar-
ison experiments on the stand-alone task, where the first
stand-alone trial is a passive tracking trajectory without a
human involved and the second one is a subject with the
assistance of the exoskeleton robot tracked the moving tar-
get itself. Then, the connected trials corresponded to the
two models mentioned above. The first connected experi-
ment was called following the better, and the second one
called interpersonal goal integration. These experiments were
conducted and the performance indices used to measure
the quality of the human cooperative control include the
following.

1) The average tracking error L2[e] =
√

(1/Tf )
∫ Tf

0 |e|2dt
where Tf represents the total running time.

2) The average control input L2[τ ] =
√

(1/Tf )
∫ Tf

0 |τ |2dt.
In the experiment, the following parameters were used:

Ksi = diag[0.1, 0.1], β = 0.1, γdi = diag[1e − 5, 1e − 5], the
initial parameters are chosen as θ̂di = [θ̂di1, θ̂di1] = [0.0, 0.0]T ,
and the order of the potential energy is selected as N = 4
and we choose Ki = 3.2, Kci = 0.0025, Kdi = 0.0125, and
the upper limb exoskeleton robot is shown in Fig. 1 with the
length of two links as l1 = 0.32 m and l2 = 0.28 m, respec-
tively. Four sets of experiments were conducted. In the first
experiment, the robot tracked a moving target. In the second
experiment, the robot and a partner cooperatively tracked the
moving target. In the last two experiments, the developed fol-
lowing the better model and the interpersonal goal integration
model were applied, respectively.

In the first stand-alone experiment, when the robot tracked
the moving target, the human region was set to 0 and the safe
region is set to 0.08 m. The experimental results are shown
in Fig. 7(a) and (b). From the experimental result, we can see
that the tracking error is fairly small and the robot is within
the safe region, where ‖z1‖, ‖z2‖, and ‖z3‖ denote the tracing
error of every group. In the second stand-alone experiment,
the robot tracked the moving target, the human region was set
to 0.04 m, and the robot region is 0.08 m. The results of the
experiment are shown in Figs. 7(c) and 8.

C. Experiment on Following the Better

The first connected experiment verified the model of fol-
lowing the better [see Fig. 2(a)]. The radius of the human
region ri was chosen as 0.04 m for the follower and 0.04 m
for the master and the safe region is set to 0.08 m for every
group. The master tracked the moving target while the follower
was driven by the robot to follow the trajectory of the master.
The experimental result in task space is shown in Fig. 9(a)
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 7. (a) Trajectories of the moving target and the actual trajectories of group 1, group 2, group 3 without a human involved. (b) Tracking error of each
subject. (c) Trajectories of the moving target and the actual trajectories of group 1, group 2, and group 3 with a subject involved. (d) Tracking error of every
group.

Fig. 8. Interaction force of the second experiment, where Fx1 and Fy1 denote
the interaction force of group1, Fx2 and Fy2 denote the interaction force of
group 2 and Fx3 and Fy3 denote the interaction force of group 3.

TABLE III
AVERAGE TRACKING ERROR AND CONTROL INPUT

and (b). Fig. 9(c) and (d) shows the errors of the model fol-
lowing the better and Fig. 9(e) and (f) shows the interaction
force.

D. Experiment on Interpersonal Goal Integration

The second connected experiment verified the model of
interpersonal goal integration in Fig. 2(b), where the master
exerted force on the end effector of the exoskeleton and the
trajectory of the moving target was estimated from the hap-
tic force exerted by the master through the impedance model
between the moving target and the end effector. After the tra-
jectory was obtained, the exoskeleton robot drove the follower
to track the estimated trajectory. During the experiment, the
haptic force was applied according to the visual feedback of
the master, and the force was measured by the force sensor
mounted on the end actuator, and ri is set as 0.04 m. The safe
region is set as 0.08 m. The robot with the master tracked the
moving target is shown in Fig. 10(a). Meanwhile, the estimated
trajectory was transferred to the exoskeleton with the follower,
and the robot drove the follower to track the transferred trajec-
tory in Fig. 10(b) and (d). Fig. 10(e) and (f) shows the tracking
errors of the master and follower of the model interpersonal
goal integration. Fig. 7(a) and (b) shows the interaction force.

E. Discussion

From the experimental results, we can see that the robot
was within the safe region and the subjects can track the
moving target in each experiment. Table III shows the con-
trol inputs and the tracking error of the four experiments. The
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Fig. 9. (a) and (b) Trajectories of the moving target, master and follower in task space. (c) Tracking errors of the model following the better by the master.
(d) Tracking errors of the model following the better by the follower. (e) Interaction force of the model following the better by the master. (f) Interaction
force of the model following the better by the follower.

comparison shows that the control input of the experiments
with humans was smaller than that without humans, because
in a human cooperative control strategy, when the robot is in
the human region, one can change the state of robots, and the
control input of robots is reduced. Figs. 8, 9(e) and (f), and
10(g) and (h) show the interaction forces. The first experiment
has the best tracking performance because the fixed trajectory
of the moving target was tracked and the control input of
the first experiment is the largest as the subject is driven by
the robot passively. The average tracking error of the second
experiment is larger than our proposed models. As shown in
Table IV, for every stand-alone experiment, the average tracing
error is similar.

Although the proposed approach paves the way for
multihuman–robot interaction systems, there are some

TABLE IV
AVERAGE TRACKING ERROR OF EACH GROUP (M)

limitations. For example, the region radius cannot be adjusted
and the region switching point cannot be planned online in real
time, that is, when the subjects need more freedom to adjust
their posture to track the target better, the robot can allow and
give the subjects more initiative in a timely manner.

In the experiments, since the parameters may not be appli-
cable to all the partners with different ages, stature, and motion
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

(g) (h)

Fig. 10. (a) Trajectories of the moving target master of every group. (b) Trajectories of the moving target, master, and follower of the first group. (c) Trajectories
of the moving target, master, and follower of the second group. (d) Trajectories of the moving target, master, and follower of the third group. (e) Tracking
errors of the master in interpersonal goal integration. (f) Tracking errors of the follower in interpersonal goal integration. (g) Interaction force of the model
interpersonal goal integration by the master. (h) Interaction force of the model interpersonal goal integration by the follower.

capabilities, therefore, the parameters should provide flexi-
bility for fine tuning or adjustment in experiments. When
implementing this controller on an upper limb exoskeleton

robot, the tuning of the parameter should consider the subjects’
condition. If the parameter of human region ri is chosen as
0 m, the subject performs passively and the robot drives
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him/her to track the reference trajectory, and the external force
applied by the subject is rejected by the controller. In the
experiments, if more free motion is desirable for the subject,
the radius of the human region should be increased and then
we chose ri = 4 cm.

Other parameters Kci, Kdi, Ksi, and γdi should be fine tuned
and then fixed or limited to a small fine-tuning zone during
the experiment. The selection of Kci and Kdi should consider
the maximum torque that the human can bear and the motion
of the participants because the motion of the robot may reach
a condition that is harmful to the participants. Then, Ksi is
fine tuned to achieve the desired region tracking and steady-
state error performance of the controller. Finally, the parameter
adaption gain γdi should start with small values and enlarge
when a faster adaption is expected.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this article, two cooperative manipulation models were
developed, that is: 1) the following the better and 2) interper-
sonal goal integration models. The models were implemented
on the upper limb exoskeleton robots. The task space was
divided into a human and a robot region. The radius of the
human region can be tuned. We have proposed a novel region-
based BLF to drive the dual-arm exoskeleton to track the
moving target by each arm within the constrained regions.
By using the Lyapunov analysis, we proved the closed-loop
system is stable. The experimental results are presented to
demonstrate the proposed models and the proposed con-
troller. Compared to the human cooperative manipulation with
only one partner, our proposed models have better tracking
performance.
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